
TO:  Airborne Science Program            FAX: (202) 358-2770 
        NASA Headquarters                        Voice: (202) 358-2890 
        Mail Suite 3F71  
        Attn: Bruce Tagg                           
        bruce.a.tagg@nasa.gov 

Flight Report 
 

Aircraft : N426NA P-3B Orion 

Operating Site(s) 
    From / To : KWAL/KWAL 

Flight Date : 7/10/2011 

Flight Number : 1083 

Take Off Time : Local / GMT 
0958/1358 

Landing Time : Local / GMT 
1737/2137 

Flight Time : 7.6 hrs. 
 

Flt Request # / PI: 11P201 Dr. Jim Crawford (NASA LaRC) 
N/A [   ] 

Purpose of 
Flight(s) : Data [x]   Ferry []   Functional Check []  Other [] 

Aircraft Status: Up [x]   Down [  ]    

Sensor Payload :  DISCOVER-AQ mission configuration 

 
Comments : 

• Fourth science flight of the DISCOVER-AQ 
campaign. Flight was successful; please see 
mission science report for further science updates.  

 
SUBMITTED BY: Mike Cropper___________        DATE: __7/10/2011______ 



Flight Hours Flown 
 

 
Flight Date Aircraft 

Flight # 
Data 

Flight#
Duration 

(hr) 
Remaining 

Hours* 
Total Allocated 6/26/2011    100 

FCF 6/26/2011 1069  .8 100 
DISCOVER-AQ ECF 6/26/2011 1069  1.6 98.4 

PPF 6/26/2011 1069  1.1 98.4 
PCF #1 6/28/2011 1074  2.6 95.8 

Media Event Flight 6/28/2011 1074  .8 95.8 
ECF #2 6/29/2011 1077  .9 94.9 
PCF #2 6/30/2011 1079  2.8 92.1 

Science Flight 1 7/01/2011 1080 #1 7.3 84.8 
Science Flight 2 7/02/2011 1081 #2 7.7 77.1 
Science Flight 3 7/05/2011 1073 #3 8.0 69.1 
Science Flight 4 7/10/2011 1083 #4 7.6 61.5 

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      

 
Comments:  This afternoon flight was anticipated to see moderate pollution levels with higher levels 
anticipated for the flight planned for the following day.  DRAGON reported a gradient in AOT from ~0.3 in 
the south to ~0.2 in the north just prior to the flight.  HSRL also detected a sloping layer of aerosol within 
the boundary layer that was higher in altitude toward the northern end of the flight area.  Being a Sunday 
flight, Air Traffic Control issues were not as problematic as the last flight which was on a weekday.  All 
spiral descents were completed to 1000 feet AGL, although one spiral over Beltsville had to be initiated at 
4,500 feet, and the typical delays at Essex were encountered.   At the end of the flight, additional spirals 
were performed at Fairhill and Edgewood before returning to WFF at low altitude along the Chesapeake 
Bay.  While cloudiness increased during the flight, it did not pose a significant impediment to performing 
the profiles and MPL lidars showed no indication of clouds until late in the flight.  Two sondes each were 
launched from Beltsville and Edgewood during the first and third profiles.  This flight differed from 
previous flights in that Edgewood did not experience the highest ozone values.  Measurements from the 
aircraft suggested that this might be due to an intense pollution plume being transported from the 
southwest.  A potential candidate would be power plant emission from the C.P. Crane coal-fired plant 
located ~10 km to the southwest of Edgewood.  LARGE experienced some problems with a particle 
counter, but they should be correctable in advance of the next flight. 


